Congruex is a multi-national organization that specializes in broadband network construction and engineering. We support some of the largest service providers in the United States with a footprint that extends across the nation.

As a result, we do not just guess at network design and build estimates. We have the history to provide real turnkey costs and timelines for your RDOF census tracts.

RDOF funds are critical to bringing connectivity to our entire country - and you need a partner that you can trust to deliver. Combined, our teams have over 100 years of experience working on rural design build projects. Utilizing the best-in-class technology and know-how, Congruex works with you to achieve optimal results.
Data capture expertise

- By passing, by foot/mile, by project
- Includes extraction into base map
- Fielding where needed, based on scope

Design and permitting support

- Consists of all engineering needs, including PE stamps
- Nationwide experience in GPON, FTTX, Fiber/copper and Fiber/coax, Fixed Wireless and 5G

Construction budgets

- Based on rural environments
- Can include materials management (or a partner)
- Schedules and costs transparent and to plan

For more information visit us at congruex.com or call (720) 510-8326.